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Abstract. Massive open online courses (MOOCs) have recently emerged as a revolution in education. Due to the huge amount of users, it is difficult for teachers to provide personalized instruction. Learning analytics computer applications have emerged as a solution. At present, MOOC platforms provide low support for learning analytics visualizations, and a challenge is to provide useful and effective visualization applications about the learning process. At this paper we review the learning analytics functionality of Open edX and make an overview of our learning analytics application ANALYSE. We present a usability and effectiveness evaluation of ANALYSE tool with 40 students taking a Design of Telematics Applications course. The survey obtained very positive results in a system usability scale (SUS) questionnaire (78.44/100) in terms of the usefulness of visualizations (3.68/5) and the effectiveness ratio (92/100) of the actions required for the respondents. Therefore, we can conclude that the implemented learning analytics application is usable and effective.
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1. Introduction

The use of information and communication technology as part of the educational process is wide spread nowadays. Virtual learning environments (VLEs) have become an important tool in many contexts, such as for supporting higher education or for online courses through the Internet. One of the most targeted fields of research in different contexts is the use of data to extract conclusions. In this direction, most of VLEs collect large amounts of data from students’ interaction with computer-based platforms, but few of them provide additional visualizations about the learning process or other types of
support to make use of or interpret that educational data. This situation makes necessary to transform such vast amounts of raw data into something meaningful that can be used by the different stakeholders of the learning process, such as instructors, students, researchers and organizations [1]. One of the main challenges of technology-enhanced learning (TEL) is to provide comprehensive and well-coordinated activities for the distributed participants that take part in the learning process [2]. Learning analytics is an outstanding technique that seeks to use educational data about students and their context in order to improve the learning process. The data types, such as demographics, course activity data, survey data, class grades and more, can be very different [3]. Learning analytics can have a big impact on higher education for different purposes, e.g. to improve the decision-making process, to assist in making sense of what is happening in a course or in complex topics, to provide learners with insight about their learning behaviors or to be helpful in detecting problems in educational resources among other things [4]. Learning analytics tools can be of different natures; one of the most widespread paths for information transfer is the use of visualizations [5]. Moreover, we can also find tools, which provide educational recommendations of what resources might be more useful out of a potentially overwhelming variety of choices [6]. Another possibility is the implementation of warning systems that can try to prevent students from dropping out or failing a course by sending warning messages when there is risk [7].

One of the trends that have had an impact on education over the last few years is the strong emergence of MOOCs. These courses have evolved from a more connectivist and networking approach (cMOOCs) to a more behaviorist approach (xMOOCs), the later of which is now being boosted [8]. Despite the use of MOOCs being well known during recent years, there are authors who argue that the methodology has been used since long ago [9]. Some of the key factors, which have helped to promote MOOCs have been the important support of leading universities such as Harvard and MIT and the contributions of influential companies like Google and Microsoft. Some of the most well known MOOC computer-based platforms that are used nowadays are Coursera1, Open edX2 and Udacity3. MOOCs in these platforms are usually taken by thousands of students who wish to expand their knowledge of a concrete topic. The massiveness makes it a perfect scenario because great amounts of educational data are generated in each one of these courses, providing of a wished for research environment to learn more about the learning process, to prevent dropouts and to maximize learning achievement among other things. In addition, it is also necessary for both instructors and teachers to have a sense of what is happening in the course; to this end, learning analytics techniques, such as visualizations, should be applied to facilitate and improve the experience while teaching and taking MOOCs. Although there are a lot of possibilities of presenting useful visualizations in MOOC platforms regarding user interactions, the present MOOC platforms do not provide extensive visual analytics support. It is a challenge to select

---

1 https://www.coursera.org/
2 https://open.edx.org/
3 https://www.udacity.com/
and design visualizations for MOOC environments, which are usable and effective for the involved stakeholders.

In this study, we focus on the Open edX platform. Despite edX being originally implemented as a proprietary platform, on June 1, 2013, edX open sourced its entire platform, creating a collaborative environment called Open edX. Results from edX courses have been analyzed in several research papers. As an example, Breslow et al. [10] explored the results from the very first MOOC delivered by edX; they analyzed diversity in demographics, key factors of students who succeeded in the MOOC and discussion forum activity. Furthermore, the open sourcing of the edX code has also provided a perfect scenario where researchers can obtain additional findings and develop new functionalities, such as serious games as edX activities [11].

Currently, the support of analytics in Open edX is very limited with only a basic visualization of students’ progress. In this paper, we present one of the first learning analytics developments for Open edX; we have denominated this application as ANALYSE (Add-on of learnIng AnaLYtics Support for open Edx). We present a set of 12 brand new visualizations about exercises, videos and course activities, which are not present in Open edX by default. In addition, this work evaluates these proposed visualizations with 40 users in terms of usability and effectiveness; this evaluation reveals which are the most useful visualizations from the point of view of the respondents. These results can be also of use for future researchers who wish to implement visual analytics in education.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. The second section examines learning analytics related works on visualizations and usability evaluations. The third section reviews learning analytics support and other learning analytics initiatives in Open edX. The forth section makes an overview of the dashboard of visualizations of ANALYSE with a justification regarding how to interpret them, whereas the fifth section presents the results of evaluating the learning analytics application with 40 users taken from a Design of Telematics Applications course. We finish the article with some conclusions and future lines of work that we are preparing.

2. Related Work

Raw data alone stored in databases do not hold much meaning, so one of the key actions is to transform this data into information that can be useful for the learning process. One of the pioneer educational platforms in providing strong learning analytics support was Khan Academy; the platform has individual and class visualizations about factors such as time spent in exercises and videos and progress over time. Some of these visualizations are similar to the ones that we have developed and others are not. Many studies have approached the process of transforming raw data into indicators and parameters related to learning. We can find a review of different learning analytics indicators in the literature presented by Dyckhoff et al. [12]. Depending on the platform

4 http://code.edx.org/
5 https://www.khanacademy.org/
and the specific research work, we can find different parameters in the literature, for example, specific learning indicators for the Khan Academy platform, such as the video avoidance or hint abuser [13] and other lower level parameters for Moodle, such as resource coverage or access time patterns [14]. One of the challenges for learning analytics in MOOCs and specifically in Open edX is addressing which learning indicators can be inferred from all the raw data which is generated through students’ interactions; MOOC platforms have an intensive use of videos and exercises, so a deep analysis of these interactions with videos and exercises should be done.

Once these parameters have been implemented, we have to make use of the new information related to the learning process. We can find many studies that apply data mining techniques in order to obtain conclusions, for example, relationship mining to see what is the relationship of optional activities and learning indicators in Khan Academy courses [15] and predictive analysis with the objective of preventing students from dropping out in Coursera courses [16]. Another possible outcome is the development of recommendation systems, for example, to recommend specific papers that are more adequate for a learner’s goal [17]. Adaptive learning, such as the adaptation of an educational environment depending on the interaction of the learner, which greatly improves the quality of provided learning services, is another possible application [18]. Furthermore, the use of visual analytics is one of the most common techniques to transfer learning information to stakeholders during the learning process; this study is focused in this direction since we have developed a visualization tool for Open edX.

To validate the usability and effectiveness of these visualization tools, a study is often required for their evaluation to verify that the computer application can be used by non-technical users and can help to improve the quality of learning. Two of the main ways of testing the usability of an application are by preparing a usability survey (or using one of the ones available in the literature, like the SUS questionnaire) and by preparing a set of tasks that respondents must perform in order to be able to answer questions. An evaluation of TrAVis [19] was performed where six students and one teacher answered the questionnaire; the authors noted that most of the comments about the usability and utility of TrAVis were positive. The LARAe platform [20], which is also a teacher-oriented learning analytics dashboard, was evaluated with six people with teaching responsibilities; the respondents tried to make sense of the data transmitted by visualizations in a survey obtaining a 4 in 5-scale Likert questions. They also included an SUS, which had a result of 76. Similarly, the SAM tool [21] was also evaluated with 11 teachers. First, a series of tasks were proposed to the respondents, and then a set of open questions and a SUS questionnaire (with a result of 71.36) were performed. A prototype of the exploratory learning analytics toolkit [22] was evaluated by four teachers who were asked to perform tasks without giving a detailed explanation; the authors indicated that good usability results were achieved. Similar to the evaluations previously addressed, in this study we perform an extensive usability evaluation survey of 39 questions with 40 students, who are taking a Design of Telematics Applications course; the students taking this class had to put their lessons about usability in telematics applications into use to evaluate the extension. We have also provided items, which require the respondents to fulfill certain tasks in order to be able to answer the questions
and an SUS questionnaire, among other things. We will cover in depth the evaluation setup and results in section five.

3. Learning analytics in Open edX

Currently, learning analytics support in Open edX is very limited. There are basic analytics presented in tables related to the number of students enrolled, demographics or gender information. In addition, there is a visualization about student progress regarding the graded problems of a course; an example can be found in figure 1. This visualization shows the scores of a student in each one of the assignments of a course (including exams, homework, laboratory work and other possible categories of assignments) and also a total score of the course where every category is weighted with its respective value specified by the course instructors. There is also a table below this visualization where students can numerically consult all the information included in the chart.

The Open edX community knows about the importance of learning analytics functionality and is encouraging several learning analytics initiatives. One of these initiatives is called EdX Insights\(^6\), which is a Django infrastructure to provide information about a certain course to the course members who are staff or instructors. Some of the information provided is related to the demographics of course enrollment, student engagement and student performance. EdX Insights is divided into three main applications: an analytics API server, a Hadoop-based data pipeline and the analytics dashboard. Another development towards obtaining conclusions about the learning process is the implementation to support A/B testing, in which two different learning conditions are evaluated. This way, edX course instructors can prepare courses where each group will get different learning contents to explore outcomes and go deeper into what educational resources and course designs are best for learning achievement.

Despite, as far as we know, no additional visual analytics tools being completely developed to obtain just-in-time information, there have been several studies on post-hoc analysis applied to data from edX courses. For example, the behavior of students when using different resources has been analyzed, as well as the evolution of use over time and the actions that students carry out when trying to attempt a test [23]. Another study [24] surprisingly showed a strong negative correlation between student skill and resource use. It is also interesting to whether all student cohorts, grouped by different demographics, initial knowledge or even in-campus vs. off-campus classes, learn equally when taking a MOOC. Results from a study by Colvin et al. [25] showed that their MOOC produced significant and roughly equal learning for all cohorts as none of the cohorts had significant differences in normalized gain. It is also possible to use this raw data in order to develop improved prediction analysis for Open edX courses. For example, an application may be able to predict student performance in an Open edX course using video-watching clickstream events [26]. Therefore, there is a lot of research in this direction in order to maximize learning, and there is still a lot of work, which needs to be done.

We can identify many challenges for learning analytics in Open edX. In this study we make our contribution by presenting 12 new parameters with their related visualizations in Open edX, as well as an evaluation study about their usability and the effectiveness of these visualizations that can be helpful for other researchers implementing visual analytics in education.

![Figure 1](image)

**Fig 1.** Example of a basic visualization included in Open edX about student progress in a course

4. **Overview of ANALYSE**

4.1. **Description of the tool**

Open edX is a project built using the Django web framework, and the project is composed of a mix up of technologies. There are two main Django projects, which supply different functions: the course management system (CMS) and the learning management system (LMS). ANALYSE is a Django application included within the LMS as one more of the installed applications with its own templates and static content files. ANALYSE processes the data generated by the students and it provides of a visualization dashboard for instructors and students that adds information and graphics that are not enabled by default in Open edX. ANALYSE works within the scope of each course, this means that the metrics are generated per course (note an Open edX instance can have many courses) and it is accessible by instructors and students by clicking on a new tab in the course contents. Therefore, instructors belonging to a course are able to access all the individual visualizations and aggregates of the entire class about the students that have enrolled for that course, whereas students can only access their own information. In the case that an instructor or students is enrolled in several courses, they will be able to access the information of each course separately, but they will not have access to information available from courses they are not enrolled.
4.2. Dashboard of Visualizations

There are 12 different visualizations that have been grouped in those related to exercises, to videos and to course activity. The interface and setting of each visualization is similar, where on the left we can see a description and selection boxes for the visualization options, the graphic is centered and on the right we can find the descriptive legend. Figure 2 shows an example of Student Grades visualization within the dashboard for instructors.

Course Summary

The Course Summary bar chart visualization shows the percentage of students who have achieved proficiency (can be seen as honors or pass with distinction), passed, failed and not accessed each category of resource of the course. The level for each one of these categories can be established by the instructor. The different categories of a course are defined by the course instructors; common elections are homework, laboratories and/or a final exam.

This visualization has similarities with Student Grades, which is shown in figure 2. However, the Course Summary visualization has the percentage of students in each position instead of average scores. In addition, if a user clicks on one of the categories, for example on the Homework category, the chart will dynamically change to a new one in which the Homework category will be divided into each item within the category (all the individual units of the Homework category in a course).

This visualization can be mainly used to get an overall feeling about how a course is progressing, for example, to detect if certain homework is causing problems in terms of dropping the scores of a lot of students or to see if they are advancing well by checking whether most students have already accessed a midterm exam. The feedback provided by this chart can be useful to modify the problematic items in future editions of a course.
or even fix issues while a course is being offered. This visualization is not offered for students but is only for instructors since it provides information about the entire class.

Student Grades

The Student Grades visualization is shown in figure 2. The graphic shows, in a bar chart, the average score of a student or an entire class (it also supports filtering by groups of students) in each category of a course. A user can also click on each category to see the score of each item in the category for a student or the average score in each item if the user has selected all of the class. Figure 2 shows that the average score for the student JoseRuiperez in the Homework category is 7.5. If we click on the Homework category, we see that there are three Homework items where he has obtained 5.7, 10 and 7 points, which makes an average of 7.5. In addition, the total score of the course takes into account the weight of each category. This visualization is actually very similar to the information provided in the progress visualization included in Open edX, which appears in figure 1. However, the Open edX visualization does not include this information for instructors but only for students for self-awareness. This information is very useful for students in order to gain knowledge about their progress towards passing a course and for course instructors to know what the students’ scores are in each scoring item of the course. It can also be used to detect resources where students have greater problems.

Problem Time Distribution

The Problem Time Distribution visualization shows the number of minutes and the percentage of time spent by an entire class or each student individually in a course. The legend shows the given name of a problem and the pie slice is highlighted when the mouse goes above the legend item. This visualization can be used in order to reach conclusions based on detecting which problems students spend larger amounts of time on. We can calculate this period of time by knowing when the student accessed and quit a page; therefore, an important issue of this indicator is to detect if the time invested by a student on the page has been spent really trying to solve a problem or whether the student was doing something else like surfing the web or being away from the keyboard. A possibility would be to set up a maximum time threshold; however, it would be hard to estimate the value of that threshold, and we would lose information about those students who require more time to solve problems.

Video Time Watched

The Video Time Watched visualization provides two different indicators. The first one is Different Video Time, which can be seen as the progress in a video. This indicator can range from 0 to 100% where 0% would mean that no parts of a video have been seen, whereas 100% would mean that an entire video has been seen. An algorithm has been codified to calculate the Different Video Time without taking into account those
parts that are repeated. The other indicator is *Total Video Time*, which displays the total amount of time that a user has spent on a video (it also includes intervals that have been repeated). *Total Video Time* is expressed in a percentage compared to total video length; this means that, if a student has watched 100 seconds of a 50-seconds video, the *Total Video Time* would be 200%. As an example, let us consider a video with a total length of 100 seconds and a student who has first watched from second 0 to second 50 and later accessed the video again and watched it from second 20 to second 90. This student has watched a total number of 90 different seconds, which represents 90% of the *Different Video Time*, and the student has watched a total number of 110 seconds, which represents 110% of *Total Video Time*. We can see an example in figure 3 where the x-axis represents the name of a video. This visualization can be used to monitor progress by class or by each student for each video (detecting underused videos) and also to detect which videos need to be watched more times, which could indicate problems. The visualization also indicates if some students do not watch some videos or if they need to repeat some videos a lot. Although YouTube Analytics API provides an extensive set of metrics about channel and content activity, it does not permit to do analysis per user of an Open edX course by default, as with the ones we perform in ANALYSE. We only use YouTube API to obtain information about the videos, e.g. the total time of a video.

![Video Time Watched](image)

**Figure 3.** Example of the Video Time Watched visualization

### Repetition of Video Intervals

Although *Video Time Watched* visualization informs us of the progress of videos, which videos are watched more times and the repetition of videos, we do not know which parts of videos are more watched. The visualization called *Repetitions of Video*...
Intervals tries to provide additional information so that instructors can have a better idea of which video sections are watched more times. This can be related to problematic sections of a video because of elevated complexity or other issues.

We have developed an algorithm that counts the number of times that each second of a video has been watched and represents this information by means of a stepped area chart. Therefore, course instructors can know the exact time intervals that are more and less frequently watched for each video to detect problems. Figure 4 shows an example, which follows the typical descendent tendency that represents students who watch only the starting times of a video but quit it later.

![Repetitions](image)

**Fig 4.** Example of the Repetition of Video Intervals visualization

Video Event Distribution

Another interesting possibility is to locate and place all the events that students trigger while watching videos, and this is what the Video Event Distribution visualization provides. The events that we can detect are play, pause, change speed, seek from and seek to. We represent each one of these events in a scatter plot codified by a color; we place the events in the video second when they were triggered. We can watch this information for each one of the videos of a course and for all students at the same time. This information can provide insight regarding at which intervals students stop a video more or seek from and seek to, which could be related again to problems in those intervals.

For example, a common behavior when a student is watching a complex concept could be to stop the video, and/or seek to a previous moment to repeat the certain part of the video, which was hard to understand; another example could be that a student who is getting bored might forward a video in time. We can find an example of this visualization in figure 5 that represents the events triggered by one individual student in a video. When plotting all the events of the entire class for a video, we would represent distributions so that it scales well with many events.
Fig 5. Example of the Video Event Distribution visualization for a single student

Video Time Distribution

The Video Time Distribution is analogous to the Problem Time Distribution visualization but is for videos. It represents the number of minutes and the percentage of time, which have been spent by an entire class or each student individually for each video. Despite a lot of information about videos being presented in the other visualizations, this one can be still of use to compare and support the rest of the information. A similar problem here (and also in all the other video visualizations) is that we cannot guarantee that a student is watching a video despite the video being played; a student might be surfing the Internet while a video is playing, and the data would be perfectly valid. A good detail is that, despite not being able to guarantee that a user is watching a video, since the video would stop playing once it is finished, there would not be the same problem as in the Problem Time Distribution indicator where a student might leave a page open and go away and where the time would be increasing without a stop.

Problem and Video Progression

The Problem and Video Progression visualization provides information about the evolution of a student in exercises and videos over time. Per each day of a course, the average score in exercises and the average progress in videos are calculated and represented in an area chart. This visualization can be used to check on the overall progress of an entire class on both exercises and videos over time in order to see if students are advancing well. In a more individual approach, we can see each student separately, which will provide insight about whether a certain student is progressing over time or is struggling. This could also indicate that there are chances that the student will drop out of the course. In addition, we can see whether the average score in
exercises might be associated with progress in videos. We can see an example of this visualization in figure 6.

Fig 6. Example of the Problem and Video Progression visualization.

Daily Time on Problems and Videos

This visualization shows, in a bar chart, the amount of time spent on problems and videos for each day of a course. This visualization can be used complementarily to Problem and Video Progression, to know, for example, if a student who is devoting a lot of time is not progressing well, which could mean that the student is struggling. In addition, knowing the amount of time spent every day, we can also get a feeling of how constant students are in their learning, whether they work a bit every day or they work a lot on certain days.

Course Accesses

This visualization and the next one are related to analyzing the activity in the different chapters of a course. The Course Accesses visualization provides information in a bar chart with the number of accesses by all students for each of them individually in each section of a course. If you click on one of the sections, the visualization dynamically changes to a new one, which shows all the sub-sections included in the clicked section. Analogously, when clicking on a sub-section, the visualization changes to show the number of accesses in each unit of that sub-section. We can see an example of this visualization in figure 7. This visualization allows us to have an idea about which components of a course are more frequently accessed, to maybe examine the possible reasons to find problems.
Chapter Time

This visualization shows the number of minutes spent in each section of a course. A user can also click on one of the sections to see the time divided into graded time, which is the time spent on problems, ungraded time, which is the time spent on other resources that cannot be graded in terms of their own nature, such as videos, and chapter time, which is the time spent in HTML sections of a course. We can see an example of the visualization in figure 8 where the first graphic shows the percentage in each chapter, and, after clicking on “Section 2”, we can see that time is divided into graded, ungraded and chapter time. This visualization can provide more insight about how students invest their time in each chapter of a course.

![Chapter Time visualization](image)
Student Time Schedule

This pie chart visualization shows all the time spent in the platform in three different time intervals: morning [7:00 to 13:59], afternoon [14:00 to 20:59] and night [21:00 to 06:59]. This visualization shows in which time intervals students use the platform the most. This information could be used, for example, to schedule online learning experiences at the best time intervals where more students could participate.

5. Evaluation of ANALYSE

5.1. Participants

The participants in the evaluation survey were graduate students taking Design of Telematics Applications class, which is part of the Telecommunications Engineering master’s degree at Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. There were two different groups taking this course. Only participants that answered all the questions of the study were taken into account. A total of 40 students participated in this study and were introduced into the results. We expect that ANALYSE can be used by non-technical users, i.e. without further training on teaching or any other specific skills besides basic computer knowledge. We believe the respondents represent a non-technical sample which did not have any specific training on teaching and it was their first time interacting with ANALYSE. Additionally, they did not have any special interest in MOOCs. Therefore, we believe that the respondents represent a good sample to obtain a reliable evaluation and representative conclusions. We note out that the survey has been performed using the role of instructor within ANALYSE. We think that this type of student is a good target group to use the instructor functionality because several of these graduate students will become instructors in the following years and they do not have any training for teaching so we can check if people without experience in teaching can use the tool as instructor.

5.2. Methodology

The intervention took place for 60 minutes in a regular class session of the postgraduate class. There were six different phases in the following order:

1) Participants were able to interact with different functionality of a typical course in Open edX (about 8 minutes).
2) Participants were able to interact with ANALYSE, our learning analytics extension for Open edX (about 7 minutes).
3) Participants were presented with each one of the 12 visualizations of ANALYSE separately with the profile of teachers. For each one of these
visualizations, fictitious data about students were generated, and a specific typical learning situation was simulated. Participants were asked a question for each one of the 12 visualizations (the ones of table 3) to check the effectiveness of the visualizations, i.e. if participants could reach proper conclusions from these visualizations. Students were to answer briefly for each question (about 25 minutes).

4) Participants were asked to rate, in a 5-point Likert scale, three general questions about the usefulness of ANALYSE (table 1). In addition, the degree of usefulness of each of the 12 visualizations from a lecturer’s perspective was asked (table 2) (about 5 minutes).

5) Participants were asked the 10 questions of the SUS survey in order to evaluate usability (about 5 minutes).

6) Finally, participants were asked two open questions about the best and worst features of ANALYSE (about 5 minutes).

To summarize, the respondents had to answer 12 questions to measure the effectiveness of the visualizations, 3 questions about the general usefulness of ANALYSE, 12 questions regarding the usefulness of each visualization, 10 questions about the usability and 2 qualitative open questions about the best and worst features of ANALYSE.

5.3. Results and Discussion about Usability

The SUS questionnaire was used as it is one of the most extended questionnaires for evaluating usability. A total score of 78.4 (over a scale of 100) was obtained, which means being within the better 15% percentile in terms of all the considered studies in the research developed by Sauro [27]. These are very good results, which show that the ANALYSE system was usable. Comparing these results with other evaluations of similar visual analytics systems that use the SUS scale, we can see that the results on ANALYSE are a bit above these other systems, such as the LARAe system [20] with an SUS result of 76 or the SAM tool [21] with an SUS of 71.36.

5.4. Results and Discussion about Usefulness

From the results of table 1, we can see that participants think that ANALYSE is a tool that helps instructors in two dimensions: 1) to track students’ progress in an easier way to understand better the learning process and to evaluate them more easily and 2) to detect problems and issues in educational resources, such as videos or exercises. Table 1 uses a 5-point Likert scale with 1 being to totally disagree with the statement and 5 to totally agree with the statement.
Table 1. General questions about the usefulness of ANALYSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think that the use of this application can help instructors to evaluate students who are taking online courses</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think that these visualizations are useful to understand better the learning process of students who are taking online courses</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think that these visualizations can be used to detect problems in educational resources such as exercises or videos</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Usefulness of the 12 different visualizations of ANALYSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visualization</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course Summary</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students Grades</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Time Distribution</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Time Watched</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions of Video Intervals</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Time Distribution</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Events Distribution</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem and Video Progression</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Time on Problems and Videos</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Accesses</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter Time</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Time Schedule</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5. Results and Discussion about Effectiveness

Table 3 shows the percentage of students that answered correctly each one of the questions related to each one of the 12 visualizations. It is worth noting that, for each visualization, the provided question is not just the only question that could have been asked but is the one selected, which we found to be quite representative of the visualization. From the summary of table 3, we can see that the results were impressive, with most of the questions at 100% or near 100% of effectiveness, which shows that participants were able to interpret correctly the different situations they were presented with. The only one with poor results is the Chapter Time, so this visualization should be reviewed because just 30% of the participants were able to answer it correctly. The problem was that, in this question, students were required to interact with the visualization by clicking, so it would dynamically change to show the “graded time” instead of the “total time” in the chapter. Most of them did not perform that action and answered directly the “total time” in the chapter; therefore, we should rethink how to make clear for users that some visualizations allow the interaction by clicking on the
different categories. In fact, this issue was addressed by some students in the open questions of the questionnaire.

Table 3. Effectiveness when solving tasks related to the 12 different visualizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visualization</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>% of students that answered correctly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course Summary</td>
<td>What percentage of students achieves the grade of “proficiency” in the Homework category?</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Grades</td>
<td>What is the grade of the student named “verified” in the “midterm exam”?</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Time Distribution</td>
<td>In which exercises did the student named “audit” devote more time? How much time did he devote?</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Time Watched</td>
<td>What is the video with the highest difference between Different Video Time and Total Video Time for all the students?</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions of Video Intervals</td>
<td>In the video “Radioactive”, what is the approximate time interval in which the video was visualized more times for all the class?</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Time Distribution</td>
<td>In which video was more time spent for the student “staff”?</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Events Distribution</td>
<td>In the video “Passenger – Let her go”, what is the approximate range in seconds where more “Change Speed” events can be found by the student “audit”?</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem and Video Progression</td>
<td>For the student “jruipere”, which scoring was higher for the date “15/02/2015”, progress in videos or grades in exercises?</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Time on Problems and Videos</td>
<td>For which date did students devote more time in exercises in the platform? How much time was it?</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Accesses</td>
<td>Which section of the course has the higher number of accesses by the user “honor”?</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter Time</td>
<td>How much “graded time” has been devoted by all students in “Section 2”?</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Time Schedule</td>
<td>What is the time interval in which the student “JoseRuiperez” devoted more time in the platform? How many minutes was it?</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.6. Results and Discussion about Correlations

In order to obtain more insights regarding the results of the survey we perform correlations between the following metrics:

- **SUS Score**: The global SUS score from 0 to 100
- **Avg. Effectiveness**: The average percentage of correct answers from the questions in table 3.
- **Avg. General Usefulness**: The average score for the questions regarding general usefulness of ANALYSE in table 1.
- **Avg. Visualization Usefulness**: The average score for the questions regarding the usefulness of each visualization of ANALYSE in table 2.

We show the correlation between these metrics in table 4. We found two statistically significant correlations. The first one is **SUS Score** with **Avg. Visualization Usefulness** (0.334, p = 0.035), which we think makes sense because if the respondents think that the application is usable, they had a nice experience and thought that the application is also useful. The second one is between **Avg. General Usefulness** and **Avg. Visualization Usefulness** (0.497, p = 0.001), which is logical to think that the respondents find the visualizations useful they probably find the global application useful as well. We found interesting that there were not any significant correlations between **Avg. Effectiveness** and the rest of the metrics, but we think is reasonable taking into account that as we say in section 5.5, most of the questions were solved correctly, thus there was not much variation in this variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bivariate Pearson Correlation (N=40)</th>
<th>SUS Score</th>
<th>Avg. Effectiveness</th>
<th>Avg. General Usefulness</th>
<th>Avg. Visualization Usefulness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUS Score</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.276 (p = 0.063)</td>
<td>0.334 (p = 0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>1 (p = 0.063)</td>
<td>0.334 (p = 0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. General Usefulness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.276 (p = 0.063)</td>
<td>1 (p = 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Visualization Usefulness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Visualization Usefulness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.7. Results and Discussion about Qualitative Open Questions

Regarding the first open question “Which features or visualizations are most useful from your opinion?”, we can find several positive statements related to the improvement
of awareness thanks to the visualizations such as “I knew everything had happened”, “It permits knowing where students fail more generally in order to detect problems”, “I was able to see the evolution of students from the very beginning of the course” or “I am able to see my progress and compare it with the rest of the students”. We believe that despite the short interaction of the respondents with ANALYSE, they were able to see the benefits in terms of awareness and self-reflection. These benefits have been reported also previously in other works related to visual analytics in education [21], [28].

There were also good comments regarding the usefulness such as “I think the tool is really useful”. A common opinion was that the Course Summary and Students’ Grades were the most useful visualizations; this was also clear according to the survey results. Furthermore, we found several positive comments regarding the usability such as “The app was very intuitive and I did not need any previous knowledge to make use of it” or “The best features are that is really easy to use and the interactive visualizations makes it very intuitive”. This positive feedback regarding usability is also in line with the high SUS score obtained.

The second open question reads “Which features should be improved and what new functionality could be added?”, and several users recommended implementing visualizations about social activity, and we are already planning to do this in the future as we mention later in the conclusions as part of the future work ideas. A few users also complained about the language (note that respondents were Spanish and ANALYSE is in English); they recommended that several languages should be available. They reported several more improvements that we will take into account in the future. Several users addressed the Repetitions of Video Intervals visualizations, some of them by saying positive things, such as it would permit to detect problems in videos, and others expressing their concern because it was hard to understand. We can say that it generated a bit of controversy, and we can also see that it has one of the highest standard deviations (1.26).

6. Conclusions

MOOCs have acquired a high level of importance in education over the past years. Education can be provided in a massive way to thousands of students. This implies that it is much more difficult for teachers to provide personalized feedback. Learning analytics tools are required to improve this learning process, augmenting a teacher’s information and providing students with self-awareness tools. In addition it is required that these learning analytics tools are easily usable by instructors and students and fulfil their requirements. In this direction, this work presents an outline of our contribution for the Open edX MOOC environment. ANALYSE incorporates 12 brand new visualizations for Open which have proven to be useful and effective according to the presented evaluation. The code has been released in a GitHub account\(^8\) for the Open edX community.

\(^8\) https://github.com/jruiperezv/ANALYSE
We have performed an evaluation of our learning analytics module ANALYSE. The results have shown a good score of SUS (78.44/100), which is above the average value. In addition, we consider the average value in terms of the usefulness of visualizations to be good (3.69/5), so, broadly speaking, students found the module both useful and usable. The most useful visualizations voted by students were Course Summary (4.43/5) and Students Grades (4.45/5), which makes sense as they are the most straightforward and easy to understand. The Video Event Distribution (2.95/5) was the one found to be least useful; however, we think that this is due to it being hard to make sense of the information, such as how to interpret that there are many stops in a section of a video. The questions that required actions from the respondents obtained a correctness ratio above 90%, except for one where students had to click on the graphic to dynamically change it and get the correct information. With this result and some of the free answers, we conclude that we need to make more visible the interaction possibilities that each visualization provides. The answers to the open questions of the survey also reported good comments in terms of usability, usefulness and awareness. Additionally, the respondents suggested new features and improvements that we plan to carry out in the future.

As future steps, we want to develop and implement more complex parameters regarding student behavior or forum activity. We also want to include other types of visualizations and tools, for example to visualize network analysis of the social activity in the discussion forum using tools such as qgraph9 [29]. Also we plan to take into account some of the suggestions done by the respondents of the survey and implement additional improvements in ANALYSE. Moreover, we would like to integrate tools within ANALYSE that can permit a more advanced statistical analysis. Following this previous idea, we could implement as part of this extension, we would also like to implement a recommender system that can encourage good behaviors for learning and send warnings about bad ones.
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